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Business
building
or tennis
courts?
By Karen Coates
Kaimin Reporter

Jerry Redfem/Kaimin

BILL CARTER (left) and Arwood Stickney (right), both members of the Church of the Creator, listen to Darren Coldiron, a
co-organlzer of yesterday's noon-hour open mike in the UC. Carter spoke to the lunch-time crowd about his church’s goals
which include working “to get the Jews and mud races off our backs.”

Supremacist claims whites preceded Indians
By Bill Heisel
Kaimin Reporter

Some bemoaned government in
trusion. Others foretold racial con
flict. Nearly all warned of danger
ous student apathy at Wednesday’s
Freedom Speak-Out.
“Why is it that I don’t have a
right to my body?” Barry Adams, a
member of the local Pro-Hemp/
Pro-Freedom movement, asked the
crowd that had gathered in the Uni
versity Center to listen to a soap
box style exchange of opinions.
“You have got a right to do with
yourown body what you want That
may sound like some kind of pro
choice statement—and it is.”
Adams, who urged the legaliza
tion of all drugs, was among eight
speakers who spoke at a forum

hosted by Darren Coldiron, junior
in sociology, and Barbara Solomon,
a senior in elementary education
and the Student Action Center.
“We have luxuriated in our free
dom for so long that we have started
to believe that freedom is free,”
said Leslie Jensen, another of the
chosen speakers and a member of
Missoula’s pro-choice movement
She warned of impending legisla
tion and a case being heard in the
Supreme Court that would limit
access to legal abortions. She also
denounced the vandals that have
damaged property at abortion clin
ics around the state.
“I want to go on the record by
saying that Montana Right to Life
does not condone any activity that
is illegal or violent,” said Alana
Myers, a spokeswoman for the pro-

life group said. Myers said that
abortions not only threaten the lives
of unborn children but also the
emotional and mental stability of
the women who choose to have
them.
“Women are the second vic
tims in every abortion,” she said.
Applause for the speakers
crumbled into shouts and taunts as
Bill Carter, a spokesman for the
white supremacist Church of the
Creator, took the stand. “We want
all the freedoms in the world, but
we want them to enjoy their free
doms in the world that they came
from,” said Carter, who offered to
help “ship Jews and mud races
back to their original homes.”
Carter said UM has archives
proving that the white race pre
ceded the Native Americans on the

continent, but that information
has been suppressed.
“Are you just going to let this
guy say these things?” shouted
David Jones from the audience.
Others chimed in with shouts of
“go back to Nuremberg!” in
seeming defiance of Coldiron’s
request that all the speakers be
allowed to present their side of
the story without harassment
Representatives from the
B lack Student Union, the People
for the Ethical Treatment of
Animals, UM’s Native Ameri
can Studies program and Grass
Roots for Multiple Use (of wil
derness) also spoke. After the
speakers were finished, the mike
was given to the listeners, and
about 10 out of 200 chose to
comment.

UTU strike talk to wait until after Monday meeting
By Bill Heisel
Kaimin Reporter

The University Teachers Union
Executive Committee will hear the
Board of Regents’ counter proposal
Monday before they move toward a
strike, the UTU president said
Wednesday night.
Earlier Wednesday, Professor
Phil Maloney said he was ready to
walk the line, and wanted to get the
faculty prepared for a strike since
last Friday’s negotiating session, in
his estimation, produced very little.
“We’ve come to the point of
losing our patience, and we are go
ing to start firing up the strike com
mittee,” Maloney said Wednesday
morning. “The progress made was
very small and [Rod] Sundsted
backed down from staying to nego

tiate on Saturday, so we are going
to start talking about where to
picket and making sure that the
lines are manned.”
Sundsted is the associate com
missioner for labor relations and
personnel and the spokesman for
the regents’ negotiating team.
But after meeting with UTU
negotiators Wednesday afternoon,
Maloney said the UTU team
thought “something would come
of Monday’s proposal.” He and
the rest of the executive commit
tee decided to wait until after
Monday’s session before taking
any action.
“The feeling in the executive
committee is that we want to wait
and see what their counter offer
is,” Maloney said.
Sundsted confirmed the Mon

day meeting, but did not want to
disclose the nature of the counter
proposal he would be presenting.
“Now I think that things are cru
cial and I don’t want to take a chance
of saying something that can be
misconstrued by the other side,”
Sundsted said. “We are still work
ing with numbers and the details on
how the [peer catchup] proposal
would affect individual people.”
In Friday’s bargaining session,
both teams stuck to a 3.5 percent
normal base increase for all faculty
in the first year and a 1.9 percent
increase in the second year of the
contract, according to Sundsted.
They struggled with devising a('
system to bring UM closer to the
level of salaries in peer institutions,
but, according to regents’ team mem
ber Joan Newman, both sides agreed

on an allocation method based
on years of service and rank.
They continued to differ on the
qmount of money to be put in this
peer catchup pool, Newman said
Tuesday.
Sundsted said they also ar
gued over summer school sala
ries and a fund to be used at the
UM administration’s discretion
to compete with genuine job of
fers that faculty members may
receive from other institutions.
Professor
Dennis
McCormick, the spokesman for
the UTU negotiating team, said
Wednesday that a strike had not
been ruled out as a possibility if
negotiations break down.
Teachers have been working
without a contract since July 1,
1991.

One of the three proposals
for the new business building’s
location would mean tearing
down the newly renovated ten
nis courts, a project totaling al
most $200,000, and placing the
building in their place, the direc
tor of Facilities Services said
Wednesday.
Hugh Jesse said the tennis
courts, the Clover Bowl and
parking lot A east of Main Hall
are the three areas that the com
mittees working on the project
recommended to UM President
George Dennison, who should
decide within the next few
weeks. Dennison was out of town
and couldn’t be reached for com
ment
Jesse said it actually may be
cheaper to build new tennis
courts elsewhere than to replace
the parking spaces that would be
lost by destroying the parking
lot or find a new field if the
Clover Bowl site is chosen. But
it would be a waste of the money
used to renovate the courts.
“I guess that’s the word,” he
said. “Of course, that might be
cheaper than another alterna
tive.”
The Legislature has allowed
$ 15,486,000 for construction of
the new business building, which
should begin in a year, he said.
Some of that money will be
bonded and paid off over 20
years, he said. The current busi
ness building will still be used
for classes.
If the tennis courts are tom
down, Jesse said new courts
would 1 ikely replace them. They
could be put somewhere chi the
south side of campus, he said.
,. But tennis coach Kris Nord
said the courts now are in a beau
tiful spot shielded from wind,
and the university has spent so
much money renovating them.
“My reaction would be very
frustrated to have all the hard
work we’ve put into the courts
go down the tubes,” he said.
Nord has raised about
$15,000 to help pay off more
than $80,000 in loans from the
auxiliary services account used
for the tennis courts. Money was
borrowed from auxiliary ser
vices, which is student money
used for non-academic purposes,
when the cost of the renovation
by far exceeded the $80,000 the
Board of Regents had approved
for the project.
Nord said last week that he
hopes to raise about $5,000more,
but it hasn ’t yet been determined
how the rest of the loan will be
repaid.
See "Building," page 8
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Budgeting bust
ASUM completes month-long session of giving out cash
By Randi Erickson
Kaimin Reporter
ASUM Business Manager
Paula Rosenthal presented sena
tors with final figures from its bud
geting session at Wednesday
night’s senate meeting.
The session, which took place
last week, allocated about $535,000
to campus groups, and completed
a month-long process ofreviewing
funding applications and debate
on what amounts each club should
recieve.
Rosenthal also presented the
senate with a survey on whether
changes made this year in the bud
geting process made it more effi
cient
The survey will also be pub
lished in the Kaimin next Friday,
Rosenthal said. Publishing the sur
vey will allow campus organiza
tions to give input into whether the
changes were effective and what
could be done to further refine the
process, she said.
In other business, the senate
heard a presentation by the UM
Athletics Department on ideas to
make room for an increasing num
ber of sports fans who donate
money fora seat at the Harry Adams
Held House.
UM Athletic Director Bill Moos
said three alternatives to remodel
ing the gym for extra room all
involve moving students and fans
who receive seats by donating
money, but a few senators were not
pleased with the proposals.
“I put just as much money into
this school in tuition as donors do
and I will fight against all three of
these proposals because all they
will do is move students off
courtside,” Sen. Ed Tinsley said.
Sen. Brian Wetterling agreed.
“I can get a survey that is quite

WHAT'S
•President Dennison’s open
office hours for faculty and staff
from 1 p.m. to 2:30 p.m. Ap
pointments appreciated.
•Charter Day Convocation at
3:15 p.m. in the Montana The
atre. Reception following in the

Final allocations made
to campus groups
Judo Club
Kyi-Yo Indian Club
Lambda Allaince
Legal Services
Legislative committee
Malaysian students
Model U.N.
Montana Kaimin
Mortar Board
UM Orchestra
Panhellenic
Phi Beta Lambda
Pi Omega Pi
Phoenix
Physical therapy students
Pre-health dub
ASUM Programming
Rodeo Club
Men's Rugby Club
Women’s Betterside Rugby
Soccer Club
Tanan of Spurs
Student Action Center
Student Exchange
Student Rec. Assoc.
Student tutoring
Student Union Board
Symphonic Band
Table Tennis
US Army Assoc.
Water Polo
Wilderness Studies
Wildlife Society

>504
$4,700
$4,150
$80,114
$12,708
$220
$887
$37,865
$1.325
$2,182
$5,068
$852
$155
$2,183
$1,096
$467
$84,389
$6,320
$2,385
$1,192
$2,486
$325
$4,761
$600
$803
$15,073
$300
$6,211
$662
$1,050
$600
$4,758
$940

•Allocations have been rounded to the
nearest dollar.

substantial that will show students
do not support this,” Wetterling
said.
But Moos said he cares about
student seating in the gym and
pointed out that the alternatives are
only initial suggestions.
“What we’re saying is we’re
exploring all the different avenues,
and this is one,” Moss said. “If we
didn’t care about the students we
wouldn’t be here.”
The senate also voted to freeze
all financial accounts for Phoenix,
an ASUM-affiliated organization

designed to ease non-traditional
students into the campus environ
ment
The senate discussed freezing
the accounts during its budgeting
session, citing leadership problems
and personality conflicts that hinder
the group’s ability to do its job,
Rosenthal said. Phoenix has had
difficulty over the pastquarter com
plying with its by-laws, she added,
and due to discrepancies about who
is authorized to spend Phoenix’s
money, the senate voted to freeze
the accounts.

University Theatre.
•Mansfield Center director can
didate colloquium-”Versions: Writ
ing History for Both Sides of the
Pacific,” by acting Director Philip
West at 3 p.m. in the Pope Room of
the Law School.
•Ninth Annual Foreign Language
Days through Friday, Feb. 21 for
high school students and teachers
only.

•Alcoholics Anonymous,
noon, UC.
•Winter Dance Showcase at 8
p.m. in the Performing Arts and
Radio/Television Center. $3.
•Environmental Workshop
discussing amendments to the
Clean Water Actand the resource
Conservation and Recovery Act.
Sponsored by MontPIRG at 4:30
p.m. in 360 Corbin Halt

Foreign language
program at UM
on show Thursday
By Dawn Reiners
Kaimin Reporter

Nearly 500 Montana high
school students and teachers will
attend the 10th annual Foreign
Language Days Thursday and Fri
day on campus, an organizer said
Wednesday.
“It’s the biggest recruitment
program on campus,” said James
Scott, foreign languages assistant
professor.
Scott said that even with the
university’s record enrollment, re
cruiting is needed in foreign lan
guage programs to increase en
rollment in those languages with
few students and to improve the
quality of students.
Foreign Language Days has
brought over 3,500 high school
students to campus and has “made
a very healthy contribution to a
vigorous foreign language depart
ment,” Scott said.
Dennis McCormick, foreign
language professor, said the event
informs prospecti ve studen ts about
the opportun i ties avai 1 ab 1 c for for
eign languages on campus.
“There’s absolutely no ques

tion that the university has the
most comprehensive foreign lan
guage program in Montana,
McCormick said. “It’s farand away
the center of foreign language edu
cation in the state.”
According to Maureen Curnow,
department chair, Montana State
University and Eastern Montana
University are the only two other
state campuses that offer foreign
language courses. These courses,
primarily French and Spanish, sup
port other classes but are not of
fered as majors in themselves, she
said.
UM offers majors in French,
Russian, German, Spanish, Greek
and Latin. Instruction is also of
fered in Japanese and Chinese.
Foreign Language Days will in
volve students from 23 high
schools, who will attend regular
classes, watch foreign films and
slide shows and hear presentations
on careers in foreign languages and
political events world wide.
Thursday will be for registra
tion. Most programs will take place
on Friday, as will a banquet with
UM President George Dennison as
guest speaker.

Guatemalans to speak
on country’s woes
By Guy DeSantis
Kaimin Reporter

Two community leaders from
Guatemala will share their vision
in a lecture Thursday night about
rebuilding communities in their
war-tom and poverty-stricken
country.
Everilda Hernandez and Ger
man Alvarado will speak in
Missoula about their work at a
neighborhood clinic in Santa Marta,
one of the many poor communities
surrounding Guatemala City.
Residents of this community
have been working hard to improve
their quality of life by building
sewers, digging wells and foster
ing small businesses, according to
a statement from the group.
But, the water in Guatemala is
scarce, and the open sewers and
streets are in such bad condition

that citizens are faced with large
community building tasks, accord
ing to the press release.
Their clinic services between
16 and 20 people every day in the
neighborhood of 15,000.
Martha Newell, a spokes
woman for the Jeannette Rankin
Resource Center which is spon
soring the event, said the pair is
traveling through Montana speak
ing to audiences about the services
their comm unity needs. Hernandez
and Alvarado have been to Butte
and Bozeman already,Newell said.
Hernandez and Alvarado will
speak at the University Congrega
tional Church at 401 University
Ave. from 7-9 p.m. tonighL They
will also speak to a UM Spanish
class today.
There is no admission charge,
but donations will be welcome,
Newell said.

Road kill incites swarms

Bizarre art exhibit
draws crowds of flies
SPOKANE, Wash. (AP)—
Black flies may not know art, but
they know what they like. And
they liked a bizarre art exhibit
featuring cow skulls and road kill
from Montana.
Two days before the exhibit’s
opening, the Fine Art Gallery at
the Cheney Cowles Museum was
abuzz—with flies.
Beth Sellars, the museum’s art
curator, said exterminators were
called in to fog the gallery before
the show opened Feb. 13.
The museum’s handling of the
infestation was “routine for any
museum that’s professional about
it,” Sellars said Tuesday.
Last weekend, a pest-control

company returned to kill the fly
larvae and tiny beetles homestead
ing in the pelts of squashed coy
otes and the other, well, still-deaths
featured in the ‘ ‘True Objects and
Stories from Two Dot” exhibit.
Among the works by central
Montana rancher-artist Theodore
Waddell are a smashed rabbit
stuck to a canvas and covered
with psychedelic paint and a flat
tened coyote stretched across the
bottom comer of a large canvas.
The other half of the rancher
artist duo, Dennis Voss, attaches
stories to his pieces in the collec
tion, such as a huge pair of
moun ted roosterfeet titled “Fred’s
Legs.”

—

John Youngbcar/Kaimin

CHRISTY ANDERSEN, a senior In biology, purifies a DNA probe for a ribosome RNA
experiment Wednesday In the Science Complex.
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State college
plans for
downsizing
due Friday

"Their Eyes Tell Everything"

Alain Dcroulctte/Kaimin

LOCAL ARTIST and print maker John Well-Off Man shows a postcard of
Chief Rocky Boy, announcing an upcoming photo exhibit in the Paxson
Gallery. Well-Off Man is organizing the exhibit, called “Their Eyes Tell
Everything,” which will open Feb. 22 and run through April 4.
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SNOWMOBILE
Rendezvous Snowmobile Rental Inc.
429 Yellowstone Ave.
West Yellowstone, MT 59758

:< coupon tor

:StuEtents

1 -800-426-7669

YELLOWSTONE

$E00
Student
Special

Medium Super
Pepperoni
Don’t wait for their
“once a week” special.
My $5 Medium Pepperoni Pizza is
available EVERYDAY.,
$1 delivery charge per order on this special.
Limited time offer. No afapon needed.

We Deliver!
east of Russell:
Holiday Village
Shopping Center
721-3663

west of Russell:
3521 Brooks
next to Cine 3
721-4664

Godfather’s
Pizza.

V

BOZEMAN (AP)—Montana State University of
ficials say state colleges and universities have been
ordered to produce preliminary five-year plans for
shrinking the system by Friday.
The commissioner of higher education and state
Board of Regents requested the early reports Tuesday
in a Helena meeting with officials from Montana’s six
four-year colleges and universities.
MSU also was told to present a plan to make sure its
enrollment doesn’t grow more than 2 percent next
year.
“The preliminary five-year plan is just a sketch that
wouldn’t go into much detail,’* Kay Chaffee, MSU
vice president for academic affairs, said Wednesday.
The schools must have three final proposals for the
regents by April 15.
“My hunch would be they (the three options)
would only be slight variations on the main one,”
Chaffee said.
MSU is expected to downsize its operations by
about 20 percent by 1996.
The officials discussed a wide variety of ways to
bring the state university system’s operations closer to
the budget it receives from the Legislature.
Chaffee said some of the options discussed at
Tuesday’s meeting included:
—Changing or dropping the Western Undergradu
ate Exchange program which allows out-of-state stu
dents in certain programs to attend Montana schools at
a discounted out-of-state tuition rate.
—Charging different tuition rates for different or
unique programs, so that more expensive disciplines
would receive more tuition support.
—Changing admission requirements. This plan
met opposition because most of the available require
ments wouldn’t apply to non-traditional, older stu
dents.
See "Plans," page 8

Idaho education
officials propose
increase in tuition
for out-of-staters
MOSCOW, Idaho (AP)—Idaho
college and university officials are
proposing a 50 percent hike in non
resident tuition over the next two
school years to help slow the
growth in enrollment of students
from outside Idaho.
The state Board of Education
will consider the proposal to in
crease out-of-state tuition by 25
percent in the 1992-93 school year
and another 25 percent in 1993-94
during its meetings Thursday and
Friday in Boise.
It also will consider a proposal
from the institutions to limit a 12state undergraduate exchange pro
gram to 900 out-of-state students
starting in the fall of 1993.
More than 1,000 students from
outside Idaho now are enrolled at
the state’s four-year schools
through the Western Undergradu
ate Exchange program. Only 437
Idahoans attend institutions in other
states through the program.
Legislation also is pending to
require students to live in Idaho for
12 months for reasons other than
education to be considered Idaho

residents for tuition and fee pur
poses.
Keith Hasselquist, the board’s
chief fiscal officer, said the pro
posals are aimed al addressing con
cerns about non-resident students
displacing Idaho students at the
four-year schools, helping raise
more revenue and keeping Idaho ’ s
non-resident tuition close to those
in neighboring states.
The board will consider out-ofstate tuition two months earlier
than normal to give students out
side Idaho ample warning about
the substantial hikes, he said.
In the past decade, out-of-state
enrollment at Idaho’s four-year
schools has grown twice as fast as
in-state enrollment The phenom
enon has been the most pronounced
at the University of Idaho.
Under the plan, non-resident
students attending the University
of Idaho would pay $3,137 a year
in tuition in the coming school
year, up from $2,510 currently.
They also would pay student fees.
See "Idaho," page 8

Briefs
New U.S.
task force
to protect
both workers,
spotted owls
PORTLAND,
Ore.
(AP)—A plan to protect tim
ber workers as well as the
northern spotted owl will be
the goal of a new government
task force.
Interior Secretary Manuel
Lujan announced Tuesday
that he will have a panel try to
find a way to save the bird
without shooting down the
economic life of the Pacific
Northwest timber industry.
The U.S. Fish and Wild
life Service declared the owl
a threatened species in June
1990, citing excessive log
ging as a threat to its survival.
A recovery team is already
drawing up a plan for the
bird’s survival. The recovery
team’s final version is due in
mid-April.
Lujan, who reviewed a
draft of the recovery team’s
plan last month, said in anews
release that it ‘ * would significantly reduce previously
planned timber harvests, hav
ing an enormous impact on
some communities, and ulti
mately reduce employment
levels by an estimated 31,000
jobs.”
But Gov. Barbara Roberts
said Lujan wants to start over
because she doesn’t like the
draft recovery plan.
“I think it’s time to shut
down sideshows like Lujan’s
new task force,’ ’ she said. * ‘It
is an invention and has abso
lutely no basis in the law.”
The recovery plan would
save the remaining estimated
3,000 pairs of owls and begin
to rebuild their population.

Accused
begins to
pay hitman
before arrest
LIVINGSTON (AP)—
Contractor Duane Brandon,
accused of offering to pay a
contract killer in construction
work to murder his estranged
wife, began wotking off his
debt to the hitman before his
arrest, according to an affida
vit filed Wednesday.
Brandon, 51, is charged
with conspiracy to commit
murder and solicitation to
commit murder. He has yet to
enter a plea to the charge.
In an affidavit filed
Wednesday, Park County At
torney Nels Swandal said
Brandon wanted Roger
Gorham to kill Brandon’s wife
of 30 years, Patsy Brandon,
because they were getting a
See "Briefs," page 8
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Editorial Board
Gina Boysun, Joe Kolman
Kathy McLaughlin, Dave Zelio
Editorials reflect the views of the board.
Columns and letters reflect the views of the author.

EDITORIAL

Planners lose
on tennis court
Jeopardy
ANSWER: Tennis courts.
QUESTION: Where might next year’s business stu
dents be studying?
No, we are not kidding. The newly renovated tennis
courts are actually being considered as a site for UM’s
new business building.
ANSWER: That’s stupid.
QUESTION: What is our reaction to tearing down the
tennis courts and wasting all that money?
The running cost of the tennis courts is $200,000;
$65,000 of which is loaned from the student auxiliary
fund. Borrowing auxiliary fund money only to throw it
down the drain a year later is a slap in the face to students,
who pay fees into the account
In all fairness, the tennis courts are only one of three
options being considered. The other sites suggested to
President George Dennison are the Clover Bowl and the
parking lot east of Main Hall.
Beside the fact that the courts are almost finished, they
are in a good location. Trees to the west block the wind
and courts are in the same area as the rest of the athletic
facilities and locker rooms.
Director of Facilities Services Hugh Jesse told the
Kaimin that tearing down the tennis courts may actually
be cheaper than building new parking spaces or finding a
new field to replace the Clover Bowl.
But why, out of the 15 original options the Building
Committee started out with, did they manage to pick three
that would cause the campus to lose something and then
be forced to pay to have it replaced?
Here are three better options:
•Behind Rankin Hall.
•South of Miller Hall.
•East of the footbridge.
But the bottom line is money.
ANSWER: “Frustrated.”
QUESTION: What is tennis coach Kris Nord?
After all, Nord has helped raise $ 15,000 to help pay off
the student auxiliary funds loan and he hopes to raise
about $5,000 more. No one knows yet when or even if the
auxiliary loan will be repaid.
And Nord doesn’t know how he will tell the people
that donated money for the courts that they were hauled
away in a dump truck.
The committees in charge of narrowing the field of
sites should have considered that this university is in no
position to waste money.
ANSWER: Tennis courts.
QUESTION: What should be let well enough alone?

—Joe Kolman
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Just say no to guns on campus
Once again, campus security is
lobbying the campus community to
be allowed to carry guns during the
day. Their campaign was effective
last year, when the Legislature sided
with them despite the objections of
both ASUM and the Faculty Senate.
The legislative vote put the decision
in the hands of individual campuses,
so once again the campus commu
nity will have to fight off an emo
tional lobbying effort and just say
no. A dissection of their arguments
is the best way to proceed:
1. That campus is “just like a
city.” No, it most emphatically is
not It is a highly specialized com
munity with a highly specialized
function. It requires a specialized
environment conducive to its pur
poses. When ROTC drills on cam
pus, they do not carry guns...even
unloaded ones...at least in part be
cause it upsets people: it is contrary
to the campus environment. The
security officers at Southgate Mall
do not carry guns, though there is far
more money there than on campus.
Armed guards would make shop
pers uncomfortable.
If the presence of guns is not
even conducive to consumerism,
how can they not be said to degrade
an environment whose purpose is to
facilitate humanistic intellectual de
velopment?
2. That campus security officers
are “real police” according to state

law, and have the same training as
Missoula police officers. Training is
not a justification for weaponry; by
the same logic, if they all had Green
Beret training they would be justified
in carrying bazookas on campus. The
question is whether we want or need
armed guards on campus during the
day. Levels of training have nothing
to do with it.
3. If they can carry them at night,
why not during the day...there’s no
difference. Wrong: there are enor
mous differences.
First, the safety level. While many
people might have some fear of walk
ing on campus at night, virtually no
one thinks campus is unsafe during
the day. It’s light out and there are
masses of people all over the place; in
fact, few people would feel threat
ened even if there were no guards on
campus at all during the day.
Second and more important, is the
mass numbers of people. Most situa
tions that might potentially arise dur
ing the day could easily have, if not
hundreds, of innocent bystanders in
close proximity.
Even an absolute worst case sce
nario, like a wacked-out person pull
ing out a gun at noon in the Copper
Commons, would not necessarily be
improved by the addition of a second
person with a gun, even if it is a
trained officer.
During the day the risk of crime is
considerably less, and the risk to in

nocent bystanders by any use of a gun
considerably greater than at night.
4. Further, the argument is being
made that campus police might have to
help city police in, for instance, bank
robberies. This, however, is a good ar
gument for re-evaluating the agreements
and laws that require such activity. Offcampus activity cannot be used as a
justification for campus policy.
5. Finally, the only real justifications
I’ve heard are subjective fears and hun
dreds of “what if* scenarios. The objec
tive fact is that this is simply not a
dangerous campus during the day. The
officers were hired knowing full well
the limitations inherent in providing se
curity on campus, one of them being no
guns between the hours of 8 a.m. and 5
p.m.
If this seems to be to great a risk to
some, well, I suspect there are plenty of
applicants who would understand the
unique characteristics of the campus
community, and would not consider the
risk of going gunless during the day to
be nearly as great as is being alleged by
some of the current officers.
Once again, I urge the faculty, staff
and student body to convey to President
Dennison clear and strong opposition to
any change in the current policy. Let’s
kccp our campus sane, humane and free
of the fear our officers tell us we should
feel. Let’s just say no.
Former ASUM Sen. John Crocker is
a junior in political science and eco
nomics.

Letters to the Editor
Honors
course mistake
Editor:
An advertisement placed by he
Honors College in the Kaimin on
Tuesday, Feb. 4 listed Honors
courses offered during Spring
Quarter, 1992. Among these
courses was a section of Philoso
phy 200, “Ethics: The Great Tra
dition "offered by Professor Reed.
This course is not formally an
Honors course, and should not have

been so listed. In an understanding
reached last Fall with Professor Reed,
the faculty of the Department of Phi
losophy, represented by Professor
Albert Borgmann, chairman of the de
partment, and myself, the Honors Col
lege agreed that this course was not to
be designated as an Honors course.
Responsibility for difficulties
caused by the publication ofthis course
as an Honors couse arc entirely mine,
and I regret them and apologize for
them to all concerned.
John D. Madden,
Dean, The Honors College

LETTERS WELCOME
THE KAIMIN WELCOMES
EXPRESSIONS OF ALL VIEWS
FROM ITS READERS. LETTERS
SHOULD BE NO MORE THAN 300
WORDS, TYPED AND DOUBLE
SPACED. THEY MUST INCLUDE
SIGNATURE, VALID MAILING
ADDRESS, TELEPHONE NUMBER
AND STUDENTS YEAR AND
MAJOR. ALL LETTERS ARE
SUBJECT TO EDITING FOR
CLARITY AND BREVITY.
LETTERS SHOULD BE MAILED
OR BROUGHT TO THE KAIMIN
OFFICE IN ROOM 206 OF THE
JOURNALISM BUILDING.
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Guest column by Linn Parish

Wake up! Protest injustices in student conduct code
The “hate speech" section of
the proposed amendments to the
Student Conduct Code currently
under revision is not the only part
that students might find unjust.
But, the other problems may be
approved if students continue to
overlook them.
Injustices that the majority of
UM students would not approve
of include a preponderance of evi
dence clause, which would mean
an expansion of the university’s
jurisdiction.
The revised version of the code
says that UM proceedings should
not follow the same rules of evi
dence as a standard court The
conduct code proceedings operate
on a superior amount of evidence,
it says. Under the proposed change,
the UM officials may punish a
student for an act that he or she has

been acquitted of by a court of law.
An extreme example is that of a
random hypothetical student
named Lenny. Lenny has a room
mate who is not a student and sells
illicitdrugs. The university catches
wind of the fact that drugs are be
ing sold out of his apartment, gath
ers a superior amount of evidence
and permanently expels Lenny.
Although Lenny would prob
ably be proven innocent in a court
of law, the university could take
action under a preponderance of
evidence rule.
A necessary element of law that
is not included in this section is a
statute of limitations. Such a stat
ute limits the length of time in
which a complaint may be enforced.
A statute of limitations of one or
two years would be more than ad
equate for a university policy.

The second flaw in the conduct
code amendment is its jurisdic
tion. Under the revised code, a
student or employee of the univer
sity may file a complaint against a
student if he or she has committed
a criminal offense that threatens
the health and safety ofother mem
bers of the campus community—
even if the act is committed out of
the university’s jurisdiction.
Under the revised code, UM
officials would have authority over
everything from minor incidents
to serious offenses. For instance:
Assault is a criminal offense and
rightfully so. As the code stands,
Butte is outside of the university’s
jurisdiction.
Literal interpretation of this pro
posed change dictates that a stu
dent may be expelled for a bar
fight in Butte with someone that he

or she has no way of knowing is a
part
of
the
campus
community.Rumor has it that the
Student Conduct Code Review
Committee is planning on clarify
ing this section, but the problem in
wording is currently present
The example expulsions pre
sented in this column are improb
able, but are possible. Dean of
Students Barbara Hollmann might
not take such extreme action, but
one of the common principles of
politics is that policy is made for
the position, not the individual in
the position.
As students, we cannot over
look these injustices that may be
brought upon us if we do not speak
out now.
Linn Parish, business manager
of the Kaimin, is a junior in jour
nalism.

Letters to the Editor
Misunderstanding
of Rhodes
Scholar
Editor:
Marcus Courtney and Eric
Hummel wrote critically of Molly
Kramer’s recent protest of the
Baucus—Bums wilderness com
promise. They find Kramer’s ac
tions “contrary to the ideals of the
Rhodes Scholarship” and “damag
ing to the inteigrity of UM and the
Rhodes Scholarship program.”
Unfortunately, Courtney and
Hummel misunderstand the crite
ria for selecting Rhodes Scholars.
Ms. Kramer was endorsed by the
university, recommended by the
Monatana State Rhodes Screening
Committee, and chosen for a
Rhodes Scholarship at the District
Rhodes screening precisely because
she took her social responsibilities
seriously enough that she was will
ing to engage in civil disobedience,
if necessary, to meet those respon
sibilities. Indeed, in his news re
leaseannouncing the 1992 Rhodes
Scholars, American Secretary
David Alexander singled out
Kramer’s previous political activ
ism as exemplifying the idealism
sought in Rhodes Scholars. Of the
only four new scholars mentioned
by name in the news article,
Alexander said: “This year’s win
ners include Molly Kramer, a South
ern Illinois University graduate en
gaged in environmental studies at
the University of Monatana. In ad
dition to working with sexually
abused children, she participated in
an international protest against drift
nets by rowing a boat in the Carib
bean.”
Kramer’s non—violent consci
entious civil disobedience in Sena
tor Baucus’s office belongs to a
long and distinguished tradition of
political action by those (Martin
Luther King and Ghandi, for ex
ample) who cannot get their voices
heard, succesfully, by other means.
Far from damaging the integrity of
the university, Kramer *s actions are
thoroughly consistent with our pride
in our record of producing Rhodes
Scholars.
Tom Huff, Professor
Maxine Van de Wetering,
Professor

Protesters
right to fight

Hate speech
does not educate

Editor:
Concerning Marcus Courtney
and Eric Hummel’s letter criticiz
ing Molly Kramer for her militant
actions against the Baucus-Burns
“Wilderness” bill.
With the violent destruction of
our state’s beautiful forests loom
ing on the horizon, I must applaud
the actions of Kramer and the rest
of the activists who locked them
selves in Sen. Baucus’ office. I see
no contradiction here to Mr.
Rhodes’ hope (as you quote) that
Rhodes scholars would “come to
esteem the performance of public
duties as their highest aims.” This
is the very public who will choke
to death on carbon dioxide and
sawdust after the timber beasts
saw down the last remaining Big
Green Oxygen Factories in the
Northwest. The same public will
despair when they discover their
favorite picnic spot has become an
eroded, black gutter of mud on an
eerily moonlike and barren hill
side. This public will be forced to
TELL their children what deer and
elk looked like, rather than show
ing them.
Throughout history, those re
formers who brought a new vision
for the future have been labeled as
“radicals” or “criminals.” The law
is only just when it reflects the true
needs of the public. Wi th the “rep
resentatives” of the people acting
on behalfofspecial interest groups,
the defense of the public’s oxygen
supply may require more than
peaceful debate. With the govern
ment chopping up our greatest re
source for short-term benefits, the
idea of “public duties” has be
come quite distant from the law of
the land.
I greatly admire the courage of
people who risk their own free
dom to defend the freedoms of
others. These people, far more than
disinterested political promise ma
chines like Max, are truly serving
the public. They understand the
issue, they know what is at stake,
and they fight for what they be
lieve in.
David Metzgar
junior, cell biology

Editor:
“Gagging racists wil not end
racism,” and “the learning envi
ronment would only suffer under
the
restrictions,”
Kathy
McLaughlin wrote in the Kaimin
Feb 19.1 heard this argument too
at the Hate Speech forum last
Thrusday. but I don’t see this con
nection between education and
hate speech. I don’t sec that any
education is gained by either the
victim or the speaker in a hate
speech confrontation. The pro
posed regulation would regulate
that specific speech that is di
rec ted at an individual (not speech
in public forums) and is destruc
tive and does not produce educa
tion or discussion. The regulation
may actually serve to improve the
opportunities for education. It
would force racist attitudes to rise
above the direct name calling to
the level of constructive discus
sion.
Those against the regulation
argue that the regulation won’t
end racism and that it will not
change the attitude of racists and
will ruin thier chance of getting
the education to develop a better
attitude. But this regulation was
not made with the intention to
save those with racist attitudes
from themselves, and this is not
the mission of the university. The
regulation is concerned with the
victim whose education suffers
and whose speech is restricted by
fear. We fear hate speech regula
tion. It would make us uncomfort
able. But what about the fear of
victims who may feel so uncom
fortable so as to fear voicing their
views on this topic?
The regulation may not imme
diately end the racist attitude, but
it would give the victims a sense
of self—respect in knowing the
the social institutions support
them. It is a recognition of and an
effort to mitigate the alienation
and harm of hate speech.
Gate speech serves no purpose
other than to harm------ it does not
educate and it is not a right
Charlotte Morrison,
sophomore, philosophy

Bigots need
lesson in
cooperation
to learn
toleration
Editor:
After reading the columns
written by Professor’s Mayer and
Huff about proposals to penal
ize the use of ‘fighting words’
and hate speech at UM, I suggest
this:
Do not drag away in hand
cuffs a loud-mouthed racist. Do
notexpel him. Do not huntdown
and arrest the white suprema
cists who slid a flier under your
windshield wiper. The next time
some yahoo scrawls a swastika
on a door or threatens a homo
sexual, take the yahoo and his
victim (or find a willing, sympa
thetic volunteer) and parachute
them into the Bitterroot in Janu
ary. Divide equally between
them items like: a parka, a set of
matches, a pair of snowshoes.
Drop them on a remote ridge,
where elaborate planning and
prolonged cooperation are es
sential to the survival and es
cape of either.
Or: Get all the ASUM sena
tors to stand aside for a weekduring budgeting time-and make
these two allocate $500,000 to
gether.
We can’t compel tolerance
by decree. Even free speech
doesn’t guarantee open minds;
it only gives us the opportunity
to listen and think. Real toler
ance is self-taught, and it is hard
work. But as Kurt Vonnegut
points out, “Be warned: If you
allow yourself to see dignity in
someone, you have doomed
yourself to wanting to under
stand and help whoever it is.”
Beth Anne Austein
junior, resource
conservation

Extreme
tactics
needed
Editor:
Where does the need for more
mainstream tactics end and the need
for more radical tactics begin?
Perhaps the Earth First! activ
ism seemed extreme or premature;
however, to the citizens who have
worked vehemently againstS. 1696,
it is an alternative method of call
ing attention to this vital issue.
“Environmentalists” should not
need to “gamer” support from
“more mainstream citizens.” The
concern should already be there.
It is our belief that fewer Mon
tanans would even be aware of this
bill and its effects had it not been
for the so-called “extremists.”
Lawmakers should be guided
by the beliefs of those they repre
sent Yet the general populace
seems apathetic and/or unaware to
the motives behind and the effects
of this bill. Therefore, is it logical
to say that lawmakers are “basing
their decisions on what they be
lieve is popular opinion?” Perhaps
the activists would not have re
sorted to such “unacceptable
(though non-violent) activism” had
the lawmakers been listening to
them in the first place.
What IS acceptable when 5 mil
lion of the remaining 6 million acres
of roadless lands are being handed
over to oil and timber interests for
development? What IS acceptable
when prime grizzly and wolf habi
tat is being threatened? What IS
acceptable when the citizens’ con
stitutional right to appeal is being
taken away?
S.1696 sets aside 1.19 million
acres for wildlands, hardly enough
to maintain the balance in an al
ready fragile ecosystem in which
we all live. We must no longer
pander to short-term interests, sac
rificing the future of our planet for
money, precedence and re-election.
Is there a reason that the bill was
passed through the Senate subcom
mittee without a single member
ever possessing a single copy? Is
there a reason that the subcommit
tee was led to believe that the envi
ronmental groups supported this
bill, despite their constant opposi
tion?
Just for the record, for every job
lost in the timber-related industry,
three more are created elsewhere in
Missoula County. Timber accounts
for only 2 percent of jobs in West
ern Montana, and until the reces
sion, the Bitterroot had one of the
fastest growing employment rates
in the state. That is not to say that 2
percent is insignificant. However,
it is necessary to observe why it is
only 2 percent. Could it be that the
timber industry has continually re
placed people with “bigger and bet
ter” machinery? The harvesting
which would have taken 100 pcop le
to complete in 1900 now only re
quires two or three individuals.
So where does this leave us?
Are we to practice our blind faith in
leadership and watch the earth’s
balance and life (including our
selves) be destroyed? In hindsight,
we now see the similarities be
tween Bill S. 1696and Baucus’ view
of the protest Don’t you think that
development of 5 million acres of
wildlands could “become loud, un
ruly and, eventually, threatening?”
Michelle Rhodes
junior, pol. sei., geography
Laurie Monahan
sophomore, social work,
human development
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Sportsmen’s licenses
to cost more this year
By Greg Thomas
Sports Reporter

U.S. medal hopes rest on icers
ALBERTVILLE, France (AP)
The U.S. hockey team, which
— Diann Roffe of Potsdam, N. Y., has taken a left jab and a right cross
came from ninth place on the first to the notion it can’t play with the
run to finish in a second-place tie international elite, would love to
with Austria’s Anita Wachter, the get in on the weirdness.
second silver won by an American
The scoffed-at Ugly Americans
woman skier and the U.S. team’s are now just a victory away from
seventh medal overall.
the gold-medal game.
The Germans finished yester
‘‘Other people have a percep
day with 24 medals, ahead of the tion of us playing over our heads.
Unified Team and Austria with 18 We just feel like we’re starting to
each and Norway with 16. The play like we’re capable of,” U.S.
United States was tied with Finland forward Ted Donato said Tuesday
with the seventh-best total but car night after a 4-1 quarterfinal win
ried high hopes into the women’s over France.
figure skating that started last night.
The stick-wielding Americans
Roffecontinued the trend of what already are starting to cam a reputa
could be called the Wacky Olym tion as the goons of the Games for
pics — big medals having been their habit of hitting first and asking
won so far by longshots named questions later. Whether that style
Kjetil and “Vegard the Viking” is blue-collar hockey or downright
and Paul Wylie. Several mystery dirty remains open for interpreta
medalists for every Alberto Tomba. tion.

‘‘Hockey didn’t use to be this
violent in the Olympics,” Interna
tional Olympic Committee spokes
woman Michele Verdier said to
day without naming the U.S. team.
* ‘It’s not pleasant. It’s not what the
IOC would like to see.”
Philippe Bozon of the French
team (2-4) thinks the Americans
played dirty during the game’s skir
mish-filled last five minutes.
“They have to play physical to
be successful,” Bozon said. “I
don’t think they’re going to stop
now.”
U.S. captain Clark Donatelli
doesn’t disagree with that predic
tion.
“The bottom line is we win and
people can say whatever they
want,” he said. “Idon’tthink we’re
a dirty team. We’re a hard-work
ing team.”

UM-MSU historic rivalry

MEDAL WATCH
GOLD
_______
3
S,L3ER (gjg> BRONZE
Extra Tidbits: The United
States' Diann Roffe came from
ninth place after her first run to
tie for silver with an Austrian
skiier in the women's giant
slalom yesterday.

MEDALS STANDINGS
1. Germany—24
2. Unified—18
3. Austria—18

Kciimin
Sports can
cto for you
what it
diet for us
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Why wait for your tax refund?
1918 BROOKS 721-8633 • 928 E. BROADMAY 721-0105 •
SOUTHGATE MALL 543-3171

Griz-Cat Facts
Totalling 238 games, the bas
ketball rivalry between Montana
and Montana State is one of the
oldest in the country today.
Unfortunately for Griz fans,
the Cats lead the series 130-107.
However, UM has won nine of
the last 12 meetings, including
three straight.
The first meeting between the
two Big Sky powers was during
the 1902-03 season, when the
Cats won in a high-scoring
thriller, 8-6 (no, that’s nota typo).
MSU went on to win the next six
games, including two, 53-10 and
31-3, that Griz fans have likely
forgotten.
UM final 1 y broke through dur
ing the 1912-13 season, winning
another one that was great for
everybody’s scoring average, 1916.
The largest margin of victory
was drummed up by the Cats
when they pounded UM Tl-76, a
51-point walloping. The Griz
zlies’ largest blowout was 26
points when they slapped the Cats
103-77. The 103 points is the
most ever scored by UM in the
rivalry. MSU pumped in 107 in
1968 for its highest total.
Overall, the Griz are 994-927
in basketball, a .517 record. The

With current hunting and fishing
licenses becoming invalid February
29,
Montana’s sportsmen and
women will have to purchase new,
more expensive, licenses beginning
March 1.
In order to legally enjoy
Montana’s excellentoutdoor oppor
tunities in 1992-93, resident hunt
ers will pay as much as $10 more
than last year for certain game tags,
including mountain goat, moose,
and sheep. The sportsman licence
will increase from $45.50 to $54.
Other game tags, including ante
lope, black bear, elk, and mountain
lion, will increase by $3 over last
year’s price. Montana’s resident
fishermen will see an increase of
$1.50 when they buy their licenses
this year and will pay an extra buck
if they want to snag paddlefish this
spring.
Montana’s nonresident hunters
will pay $25 more to hunt antelope,
$38 more to hunt deer, $12 more
(from $450 to $462) for an elk com
bination licence, and $120 more to
hunt mountain goat, moose or big
horn sheep in Big Sky Country.
Nonresident anglers will pay $40
instead of $36 for a season fishing
licence and $2 more than last year
for a two-day permit.
According to Fish, Wildlife and
Parks, licence fee increases were
necessary to fund fish and wildlife
programs.
Bill Thomas, from Missoula’s

Fish Wildlife and Parks Regional
office, said, “Essentially, the money
won’t be used for anything new.
It’s mostly for maintaining present
programs.”
Licence fees are slated to in
crease again in 1994.
Fishing Check - “Right now
the best action is on the lower Bit
terroot,” said Jim Toth, owner of
the Grizzly Hackle (721-8996).
“I’ve been using a dropper system
lately and it’s been real effective.”
Toth suggests tying a parachute
trico (size 18) to the end of 6X
tippet and then tying another 1 1/2
foot section of 6X to the shank of
the trico’s hook. At the end of that
section, use an improved clinch
knot to secure a size 18 or 20 olive
midge pupa.
“The trico floats on the surface
and the pupa will rest just under the
surface,” Toth said. “If a fish takes
the pupa, you’ll see the parachute
go down.”
If that doesn’t work, Toth sug
gests that it might be time to try
some smaller stonefly imitations,
like the little brown stone in sizes
eight and 10.
“The squawllas (stoneflies) are
still a couple weeks away, but a few
might be coming out now. It might
be worth a try,” Toth said.
If you’re looking for more ad
venture, try stripping, or drifting
with slight tension, some yellow
zonkers in the deep holes of upper
Rock Creek with sink tip lines.
Word is that some large bull trout
are on the prowl.

Cats are 1,171-885, an impres
sive .570 winning clip. Since
1963, the Griz are 215-172 in the
Big Sky and have not had a los
ing conference season since
1988. The Cats are 189-143 in
conference play since then. Last
year was their last losing season.
Neither team has ever gone
undefeated in the Big Sky. The
Cats did go 12-2 in 1987, the
year they went on to lose to na
tional power St. John’s by nine
in the NCAA tournament. UM
went 13-1 in the conference in
1975 under head coach Jud
Heathcote, now with Michigan
State.
Both teams play in buildings
named after former players and
coaches. The Griz play in
Dahlberg Arena, an honor to
George Dahlberg. He played
with the Griz from 1923-25 and
coached them from 1937-42 and
1944-55. John “Brick” Breeden
was an All-American for the Cats
in 1929. He coached the team
for 17 years, between 1935 and
’54. For his efforts, MSU named
the Brick Breeden Fieldhouse
after him.
No matter how you look at it,
there’s a lot of history in this
rivalry.

"SMASHING!"
-Coryn James, NEW YORK TINIES

Featuring from the USSR:
The Annecy Int’l
Animation Film
Fest Grand
Prize

INTERNATIONAL
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Of

ANIMATION
©1991 Expanded Entertainment

NOT FOR YOUNG CHILDREN

Exclusive Limited Engagement! Two Days Only!
Friday, February 21st through Saturday,
February 22nd.

UNDERGROUND LECTURE HALL
University of Montana, Missoula • 243-6661.
Sponsored by ASUM PROGRAMMING
FRI/SAT: 7:00, 9:00, Midnight, SAT. MATINEE: 3:00
$3/Students WZLD, $4/General
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ClassifiedS

Mr. Higgins’ half-priced clothing SALE. Come in

KAIMIN
CLASSIFIEDS

now for the best buys in town. Mr. Higgins* 612 S.
Higgins.
Volunteers for AS UM Committees: Student Union
Board. UM Long Range Bldg., UM Debit Card and
University Court. For info, call 243-6541 or stop by
UC 101.

The Kaimin runs classifieds four

days a week. Classifieds may be
placed in the Kaimin office,
Journalism 206. They must be made
in person between 9 am and 4 pm
weekdays, Kaimin is closed during
lunch hours of 12 to 1.
SUES.
Students/Faculty/Staff
gOf per 5 word line
Off-Campus
90( per 5 word line
IFJST AND FOUND
The Kaimin will run classified ads
for lost or found items free ofcharge.
They can be three lines long and will
run for three days. They may be
placed over the phone, 243-6541, or
in person in the Kaimin office,
Journalism 206.

BEST FARES, World, National #549-4522. Over
seas Employment. Sil verTip Tours & Services.
Great GAPsby! New shorts and tees for spring.
Men’s and women's. Stop in at Laguna West, 1425
S. Higgins.

Rhino Press - Albertville - A Place. Sort of...
It’s Thursday night at the Rhinoceros,
which means it is once again the world famous
Import Night, which has been established for a long,
long time. (The Rhinoceros is proud to announce two
things: We are not cashing in on the Olympic Games,

and we are glad we are not French.) In honor of the
XVI Olympic Games, all imports are still only $1.75
°° “Go Team U.S.A... Beat the French!** import
night, except the French beers, because we don’t
cany any. In honor of the French, it’s “Lack of
Talent” night The paegans who have assembled in
the billiards room after paying only $1.75 for non
french beer, stamp and stir as emcee Andy Rogeness,
dressed in an Olivia Newton John Travolta outfit,
introduces contestant #1. In a Cicely Mike Tyson
voice, Andy says, “Folks, let’s give a big Rhino

LOST AND FOUND -------Loft Blick Iradies Willet on cimpusSundiy night.
Cill 243-1739 if found.

Lott Corporate RnxnceTextbook BA211. Iffound
rail 542-1613.
Lott Black Hills Gold pinky ring. If found call
549-5473, ask for Danelle.

Lott set of keys between footbridge and Elrod hall.
If found, call 243-1025.
Lost Roads to Geometry book, in Room 305 or 306
ofMath Bldg. Return to Math Lab (in basement) to
Kissandra Fowler.
Lost education textbook Those Who CanTeach."
Lost at UC Lounge. If found call 251-2444.
Lost set of keys: 2 keys on a Guatemalan wrist
band. Please call 728-9132.

Found: grey and tan tabby kitten by the Missoula
Athletic Club. Sweet disposition. Claim at the
Missoula Humane Society.

PERSONALS-------------------Watch community leaden slug it out! Tell married
couples bow to run their lives! Keep up on your
favorite soaps. Call MACS now 543-7543.

SINGLE PARENT? A Christian ministry/support
group forming; meet this Sunday. Feb. 23, at
NARNIA (the coffee house in the basement of the
ARK. at the comer of Arthur and University Aves.)
at 4:00. Childcare provided. Call 549-8816 for
more info. Sponsored by Presbyterian Campus
Ministry.
Bax O* Squash dates: McKay's Thors. Feb. 20<h;
Lumberjack Fri. Feb. 28th; Every TUes. Food For
Thought; Wed. Trendz. As always, free, free, free.

nursery rhyme.... Wade Stumbroke style.” Waxing
the patriotic. Wade recites, “Lil* Mister Saddam, sat
an his bottom, chasing the Kurds away. Along came
George Bush, who kicked him in the tush, an now...
he hangs out in his bunker all the time cause everyone
wants to kill him.** The only voice heard through a
confused and silenced crowd is Gunny SudaguTrier,
who has just returned from Operation Dessert Top
ping-

If you’re not there you will miss it! Escape hour

Monday-Friday 1 pm-3 pm 1/2 price espresso and 1/
2 price ice cream.

Far sale! Coffee by the pound. Montana Coffee
traders
Where: Cop per Commons
When: Now
Time: 7 am - 4 pm
Monday- Friday. Guess the number of coffee beans in

Performance Auditor Intern wanted to work with
Montana’s Juvenile Justice System, S8.82Air! To
apply, contact Cooperative Education, 162 Lodge.
EEO

BODIES WANTED----------Bring your body to Carlo’s for some new clothes at
half-price! 11-5:30 pm right now!

TYPING---------------------------

The King of Folk, Dan Maher, plays for you Friday
Feb. 21st 7 pm UC Lounge. Absolutely Free!

WORDPERFECT TYPING. BERTA 251-4125.

Starlight, starbright, clockwise glows
I wish I may ease
your woes
So now take care
(I’ve cut my hair)
Of this spark
(this is no lark)
Between we
(for you are she)
and flood me with more relays!!

VaU through Feb 29,1992
Call Sonja, 543-8565
FAST ACCURATE VERNA BROWN 543-3782.

Will do typing. Call 549-4463.

It’s all half price at Carlo’s One Night Stand. 204
South 3rd, 11-5:30. Get your fashionable butts here
right now!

HELP WANTED ~
CRL15E SHIPS NOW HIRING- F.m 5? flOO.

month 4* world travel (Hawaii, Mexico, the
Carribean, etc.) Holiday. Summer and Career Em
ployment available. No experience necessary. For
employment program call 1-206-545-4548 ext.
C222.
ALASKA SUMMER EMPLOYMENT - fisheries.
Earn $5,000+Anonth. Free transportation! Room &
Board! Over 8,000openings. No experience neces
sary. Male or Female. For employment program
call Student Employment Services at 1-206-5454155 ext. 333.
S40,000/yr! READ BOOKS and TV Scripts. Fill

out simple “like/don’t like** form. EASY! Fun,
relaxing at home, beach, vacations. Guaranteed
paycheck. FREE 24 Hour Recording 801-3792925 Copyright#MTl 1KEB.

Montana’s only Qyobank is recruiting new donors.
Males 18-35 in good health. Earn extra cash and
give the gift of life. Monorities encouraged. Call
Sam at NW Andrology and Cryobank, 9-5, 7285254 for details.

AUTOMOTIVE ~

-------

1979 SAAB EMS needs work but very operable as
is $500. 728-3040.

WANTED TO BUY

—

Wanted: five gallon glass carboys. Call Dwayne
543-2838.

ROOMMATE -----------------NEEDED --------------------------

campus. M-F and Thursdays until 3 pm. Needed
thru spring quarter for one child with special needs.
Price very negotiable. Call lv/msg. 542-1939

Roommate needed $165 plus 1/2 utilities. Call 7218628.
Female to share new 2 bdrm. apt. $247.50 heat
included. 549-2832 evenings. No petsAmoking.

COMPUTERS ....... ..... .......

Need a paper typed? Call Marsh at 543-6833.

FOR SALE-------------------Introducing Sporting Chance
We buy, sell, trade, and pawn musical instruments,
sporting goods, and guns, 728-6633. 825 W. Kent
behind Holiday Village Shopping Center.

CHEAP! FBI/ILS. SEIZED

Choose from thousands starting $25. FREE 24 hour
recording reveals details 801-379-2929 Copyright
#MT11KJC

Contemporary couch, loveseat apricotftan, clean,
comfortable $300/offer. Del ivered 273-2950.

GRE Computer Program Study Guide Macintosh
3.0. New $60. Asking $30 obo. 273-0313,243-4131,

Penny.

Computer House 2005 S. Ave. W. 721-6462.
Windows with mouse $75
NX-1001 Printer $145
1 meg SIMMS $48
OKIDATA 400 Laser $639
Super VGA (.28 DPI) $339
VGA Color Computers
386-25 SX$1O39
386-40 DX $1279
Systems include 1 meg RAM, 42 meg HD, key
board, color VGA monitor and 1.44 floppy. We
have been in business in Missoula for 8 years!
MACS-COM is FREE!! 543-1144 (2400 N-8-1)

543-7543 (voice). Ask about loaner computer ter
minals and modems.

COMMUNITY----------------INVOLVEMENT-------------Over half the people on MACS have never used a
computer before. Most of those claim they still

can’t We’ll loan you the equipment 543-7543.
Reasonable price 1980 Datsun 310 runs great. Looks

great, very dependable. For more info, call 721-6960.

PEACE CORPS---------------

HALF-PRICE ------------------CLOTHES------------------------

Docs the current recession have you worried about
finding a job with your newly earned degree? Join
the Peace Corps. For more information, stop by Sci-

Childcare wanted in my home ASAP. Close to

Carlo’s famous 50% off sale now at Carlo’s 204
South 3rd, 11-5:30p.m. Amazing low prices!

50% off SALE now at Mr. Higgins Vintage and
Funky Clothing.

the coffee jar and win’ Prizes! Prizes!

Sunglasses $4, cloches 50% off. Carlo’s extra gi
gantic colassal sale.

TYPING COUPON - $2.00 OFF

welcome to Spike Anarchy and Marshall Stack, who

are doing a takeoff on Metallica’s ’Enter Sandboat.'
As Spike and Marshall sing, “Exit Mice, Enter Lice.**
a disgusted Buffy Hedbetter and her sororal sisters
Tiff and Miss Bunny Sniff stand up and snap,
“eeeeeuuuuw!" and stammer off to the bathroom...
together.... again. As a giant shepard's crook wisks
Spike and Marshal 1 off to the place where Peter Pan
likes to go and chase Wendy, Andy introduces Wade
Stumpbroke, the cowboy poet form Chewspot, Mon
tana. Wade swaggers and says, “I'd like to recite a

Tutor for 002 math $7/hr. 542-7704.

7

Comp 448 or cal) 243-2839. Peace Corps. Still the
toughest job you’ll ever love.

OBEY THE LAW-------------Naked? Carlo sells clothes so you won't go to jail.
It’s all half-price now

SCHOLARSHIPS

FREE Confidential Pregnancy Tests

728-5490

PLANNED PARENTHOOD

1700 S. 3rd w.
next to T&C Lounge

8am - 10pm DAILY
728-9845

SCHOLARSHIPS AVAILABLE recorded mes
sage. 728-7817.

COME TO THE MOUNTAINS
This SUMMER live and work in the magnificent Grand Teton
National Park in Jackson Hole, Wyoming. One of the most
spectacular areas of the country, it's ideal for hiking, camping,
fishing, and other outdoor activities.

• Housing provided for most positions • Minimum age of 18

Interviewing on campus

Friday, February 21
Contact the Career Services Office for more information.
GRAND TETON LODGE COMPANY
P.O.Box 250, Moran, Wyoming 83013

President (jcorge AC Dennison and rDu University
community invite you to attend a Charter Day
Convocation FEursday, fdruary 20. FEe event,
wEicE uU6ntu UACs charter by the state
Legislature on February 17, 1893, will begin at
3:13 p.m. in tEe AContana FEeatre of the Performing
Arts and FfuUo/Felevision Center.

SiK.ofVA£s highest awards will be presented and
the VAI Prase Ensemble will perform. Fhe program
willfeature a discussion by President Dennison on
tEe topic ‘ffUgher Education and tEe Public Qood:
Wfo ‘Benefits?
Pays?" Respondents will be
VA( Faculty Senate Chair AGchael R, Frown and
9doUy Rframer, VACs 26th Rhodes Scholar.

BIRTHDAY----------------------GREETINGS
27 AND STILL FUNNY

HAPPY BIRTHDAY
JANEEN

Our RESORT offers a wide variety of positions in areas such as:

• Hotel Services • Food A Beverage
• Resort Services
The University of Montana

have a background in plant science, botany, soil
science or closely related field. Second year gradu
ate students are preferred but first-year studenis will
be considered. Applicants should contact Barry
Dutton at Land and Water Consulting in Missoula
(721-0354.) Be prepared to submit a resume and

transcript and to discuss your qualifications and
goals.

H0T1MIT0DO LAUNDRY!
USEOURDROPOFFSERVICE!

Missoula’s LARGEST
No Smoking
Laundromat

GRADUATE STUDENT FUNDING is available
towork on a riparian and upland revegetation project
in the Clark Fork Superfund area. Applicants should

An Equal Opportunity Employer

Silenced By Shame
A Docu-drama on the Aftermath of Abortion
See this heartwarming poignant drama about
Amy Ackerman’s
life’s
choices
as
dramatically portrayed by Constance Wagner.
With the use of rear screen projections,
original music and the narrative of a single
actress on stage, Constance Wagner tenderly
and honestly brings to light today’s
understanding of the aftermath of abortion.

DATE:

February 24th

TIME:

7:00pm

PLACE:

Social Science 356

^tAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAA£

: Hang On!! :
| Friday [
:ZS Coming!:

Thursday. February 20. 1992
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Continued from Page Three

Continued from Page Three

Continued from Page One

which currently are $1,236 a year,
just like Idaho residents.
A second 25 percent rise in the
1993-94 school year would push
tuition to $3,765 a year at the Uni
versity of Idaho.
“I think 25 percent is an outra
geous amount,” said Amy Ander
son, student body president at the
Moscow school. “I could see 10
percent maybe. It looks a heck of a
lot better than 25 percent.”
With a 25 percent tuition hike at
Lewis-Clark in the coming school
year, out-of-state residents would
be charged $2,795 a year in tuition,
up from $2,236. They also would
pay student fees, which currently
are $1,188 a year.
Non-resident tuition at Boise
State University would increase to
$2,750 a year starting next fall, and
to $3,440 in the 1993-94 school
year. Student fees currently are
$1,236 at Boise State.
At Idaho State University, non
resident tuition would jump to
$2,650 for the 1992-93 school year
and $3,310 the following year. Stu
dent fees currently are $1,230.
Students from outside Idaho at
Lewis-Clark would pay $3,354 a
year for tuition in the 1993-94 school
year with a second 25 percent in
crease.
“My feeling is that’s reason
able,” said Keith Miller, student
body president at Lewis-Clark S tate
College. ‘ ‘Out-of-state students are
still getting a heck of a deal in
Idaho.”
He said foreign students on the
college’s campus are concerned
about paying substantially more to
attend college and a few of them
intend to go to the education board’s
meeting to express their concerns.

“Eastern (Montana College)
is almost two-thirds non-traditional students,” Chaffee said.
“All you would be doing is pe
nalizing students right out of high
school.”
There also were objections to
a system-wide admissions policy,
since each institution serves such
different groups of students.
— Charging extra tuition to
“perpetual students” who have
more credits than they would need
to graduate.
— Shrinking the discounts
full-time and part-time students
receive for taking certain levels
ofcredit hours. Full-time students
currently pay the same tuition for
any course load between 14 and
18 credits. Part-time students pay
less per credit when taking few
courses.
— Upping tuition for out-ofstate students so they would not
put any burden on Montana tax
payers. Chaffee said that would
also require changing the state’s
residency standards, to head off
attempts at gaining quick resi
dent status.

Ifthe tennis courts are tom down,
he said,hedoesn’tknow what would
happen with the loans or the money
that people have donated for the
project.
Jesse said the new building is a
necessity even though the Legisla
ture recently cut more than $10
million from state higher education
funding.
“It has been the number one pri
ority of this campus for, I believe,
the last eight to 10 years,” he said.
Jesse said Larry Gianchetta, the
dean of the business school and
chairman of the Building Commit
tee, has a long list of reasons why
UM needs the building. Gianchetta
was out of town and couldn’t be
reached for comment.
Jesse said the Building Commit
tee started with about 15 options for
building sites and eliminated all but
three. The committee proposed the
three options to the Campus Devel
opment Committee, which re
viewed the recommendations and
sent them to Dennison. Jim Todd,
the chairman of the Campus Devel
opment Committee and a member
of the Building Committee, was in
Boston Wednesday and couldn’tbe
reached for comment.

Briefs
Continued from
Page Three

divorce and Brandon was afraid he
would have to pay her $80,000.
Swandal said Brandon “told
Gorham that he was serious and
would pay (Gorham) $10,000 in
dirt work for killing her.”
He told Gorham to “entice her
from the trailer, kill her” and dump
her body in a dumpster while Bran
don was out of town.

Stephens looks
forward to golf
after retiring
HAVRE (AP)—Gov. Stan
Stephens says he wants to stay in
volved in state government after
retiring next year, but also is look
ing forward to lots of golf at his
retirement home near Flathead
Lake.
“Golf is my hobby,” Stephens
said. “I’m also a physical fitness
advocate. I walk and watch my diet
I might do a little traveling. But I’ll
do most of my golfing in Montana.
We have great courses here.”
Stephens dropped his bid for re
election early this month, citing
health concerns related to his col
lapse at the governor’ s mansion last
month. He said, however, that he
intends to continue work on his
initiatives, and looks forward to
some role after leaving office.

Jerry Redfem/Kaimin

SCHOOL OF BUSINESS Dean Larry Gianchetta stands in front
of UM’s current business building. UM’s business school
building committee has recommended three locations for a
new building for between 1,700 to 1,800 business students.

It can help you
organize your notes,
design your party flyer,
and finish your class project
before spring break.
The new Apple* Macintosh’ Classic* n

Macintosh and MS-DOS formatted disks—

computer makes it easier for you to juggle

allowing you to exchange information eas ily

classes, activities, projects, and term papers—
and still find time for what makes college life

with almost any other kind of computer
If you already own a Macintosh Classic, and

want the speed and flexibility

real life.

of a Macintosh Classic D, ask us

It’s a complete and

about an upgrade—it can be

affordable Macintosh Classic

system that’s ready to help you

installed in a matter of minutes

get your work finished fast.

and it’s affordable.

It’s a snap to set up and use.
It has a powerful 68030 micro

To make more time
for your personal life, get a

processor, which means you

Macintosh Classic n for your

can run even the most
sophisticated applications with

personal space. See us for a

demonstration today, and
while you’re in, be sure to ask

ease. Among its many built-in
capabilities is the internal Apple

SuperDrive™ disk drive

tl« reads from

andwntes to

us for details about the Apple

_
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Computer Loan.
I It’ll be time well
\spent.

jp—
......................

Introducing the Macintosh Classic II.

VC.

Computers

ADVANCED TECHNOLOGY FOR TODAY'S EDUCATION
Unlvcrahy Center
P.O. Box 1148

U of M C'nmpua
(406) 243-4921

© 1992 Apple Computer, Inc. Apple, the Apple logo, and Macintosh are registered trademarks and SuperDnve is a trademark of Apple Computer, inc. MS-DOS a registered trademirk
of Microsoft Corporation. Classic is a registered trademark licensed to Apple Computer, inc. This ad was created using Macintosh compute ■

